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The organisation reserves the right to amend this employee handbook, but will make every effort to notify 

employees when there is an official change to a policy that it refers to. 
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Section 1: Definitions 
 

Team member  
Refer to all team members employed by Flipper Limited, who are not covered by TUPE 

arrangements.  

 

Working Week  
The normal working week will be 40 hours. 

 

 

Section 2: Standards and Expectations 
 

Dress code 
At Flipper we operate a smart dress code to ensure that we look professional as part of our 

ongoing commitment to excellent customer service. Smart wear can include shirts worn with 

smart trousers and skirts, or perhaps a jumper or cardigan over a blouse or shirt instead of a 

jacket. Denim, flip flops (unless worn on a company ‘dress down day’) and short skirts are not 

acceptable. Always make sure you dress appropriately for the job that you are doing, this includes 

wearing Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) that has been issued to you for the purpose of your 

role. 

 

Working Environment 
 

Team members must not allow others who are not wearing a Flipper ID pass through into the 

office, as all visitors must report to the main reception and wear a visitor’s pass. Please ensure all 

team members doors are closed behind you. Please advise reception if you are expecting a visitor 

and when they are in the building, you are responsible for ensuring that they are escorted to and 

from meeting rooms, and reception when they leave the building.  

 

 

Section 3: Salary and performance related 

bonus scheme  
 

Grade and Salary 
The salary structure ranges from Grade A to Grade H, and M Grades for Managers. The current 

salary scales are available from HR. Salary levels will be reviewed annually, subject to any agreed 

pay award or deal in place. 

 

The allocation of a job to a particular grade is determined by a formal job evaluation process. 
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Apportionment of salaries 
Salaries are apportioned as follows: 

● For each calendar month – one twelfth of annual salary  

● For periods of less than one month each day is calculated by dividing the monthly salary by 

the number of days in that month and multiplying by the number of days worked.  

 

Performance reviews 
Team members will receive an annual appraisal with their manager around April, with interim 

appraisals taking place around October.  

 

The team member’s manager will send them an invitation to their appraisal meeting and will 

attach their completed mid-year appraisal form so they can update it with comments to prepare 

for the meeting.   

 

Please see below for what we discuss during a team member’s appraisal. 

 

a. Objectives and performance delivered:  Review the comments you recorded against your 

objectives ‘summary of performance achieved’.  What needs updating and is there anything 

else you can add to highlight great achievements. 

 

b. Your comments:  How you feel about your performance against your objectives in the last 

six months. Provide a summary of what you are particularly proud of, what challenges 

you’ve faced, if any, and what would you like to highlight as a point for discussion in your 

appraisal meeting. 

 

c. Values:  Considering each of the values, provide some specific examples as to how you have 

demonstrated them in the last six months. 

 

d. Your overall comments:  Provide overall comments on your performance against objectives 

and the values.  Comment if you have any ideas about your objectives for the next year.  You 

may also want to summarise here your key achievements of the year and any areas you feel 

you require more support with.  This is your opportunity to prompt great conversations with 

your manager about your development here so be honest with them about what you’d like 

to discuss.  

 

e. Personal development plan:  Reflecting on your own personal development, record here if 

you have any particular areas you require further development support with, or have any 

new ambitions you would like to work towards.  
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NR (not rated) 

0 

Under Performer 

1 

Developing 

Performer 

2 

Valued   

Performer 

3 

High  

Performer 

4 

Exceptional 

Performer 

5 

Team members  
still in probation 
period or with less 
than 6 months’ 
work history 
within appraisal 
year (including 
parental leave and 
sick leave) 

Has failed to meet  
performance 
objectives and 
failed to 
demonstrate 
expected levels of 
behaviours: living 
our values, and 
has received 
formal guidance 
for improvement 

Has failed to meet 
performance  
objectives and has 
received formal 
guidance for 
improvement 
Or 
Has failed to 
demonstrate 
expected levels of 
behaviours: living 
our values  and has 
received formal 
guidance for 
improvement 

Met expected 
performance 
objectives and 
demonstrated 
expected level of 
behaviours living 
our values. 

Has exceeded 
performance objectives 
and demonstrated 
expected levels of 
behaviours: living our 
values. 
Or 
Has met all performance 
objectives and 
demonstrated 
exceptional levels of 
behaviours: living our 
values. 

Has exceeded 
performance 
objectives and 
demonstrated 
exceptional 
levels of 
behaviours: 
living our values. 

Bonus allocation 

0 – 5% 

Pro rata 

Bonus  

allocation 

0% 

Bonus  

allocation 

0 – 5% 

Bonus  

allocation 

5 – 7% 

Bonus 

 allocation 

7 – 9% 

Bonus allocation 

9 – 10% 

 

 

Once a team member has completed their appraisal form, they return it to their manager (at least 

two weeks before the appraisal) to enable them to prepare for the appraisal.  

 

We would expect the appraisal meeting to last up to an hour (depending on topics for discussion).  

At the end of the meeting, the manager will provide the team member with a rating to reflect 

their thoughts on the team member’s performance and how they have demonstrated the 

company values. 

 

Our ratings structure is as follows: 

 

If a team member has any questions about the appraisals process, or the meeting itself then we 

ask for them to speak with their line manager. 

 

Payment Method  
Team members will be paid monthly by credit transfer, normally on the 25th of each month into 

their nominated bank account. If you need to update your bank details this can be completed via 

Trent Self-Service, My HR. 

 

Performance related bonus  
A bonus will be payable to each team member, subject to Flippers’ ability to make such a payment 

and in accordance with the company rating structure. 

 

Team members are required to be in post at the time the bonus is paid, in order to receive 

payment. This is normally in June each year for the preceding April to March. Each member of staff 

will be entitled to a bonus of up to 10% dependant on their individual performance, as determined 
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by annual appraisal. Full details of mechanics of the bonus scheme relating to your role should be 

obtained from your line manager.  

 

Only team members in post at the time the bonus is paid are eligible to receive the payment. New 

starters will receive a pro rata payment based on complete months of service, providing that the 

bonus is payable. During any maternity periods staff will be entitled to a bonus, based on 

performance pro rata to the time worked during the bonus year.  

 

Leavers during the year will only receive a pro rata payment If they are retiring without a 

severance payment or are made compulsory redundant.  

 

 

Section 4: Working hours  
 

Normal office hours of work 
The normal working week (excluding team members who are on a shift arrangement) will be 40. 

Lunch breaks are 45 minutes and are unpaid. All full time office based staff may take two 10 

minute breaks during the day – one in the morning and one in the afternoon. 

 

Flexible Working 
From 30th June 2014, every team member with 26 weeks or more service has the statutory right 

to request flexible working. As an employer, we have a duty to handle all requests in a reasonable 

manner.  

 

In order to make a flexible working request an individual will:  

• Be an team member (not an agency worker or self-employed contractor)  

• Have worked continuously for 26 weeks at the date the application is made  

• Not have made another application to work flexibly during the past 12 months 

 

Please refer to the most recent policy on the intranet. 

 

 

Section 5: Overtime  
 

Occasionally we may ask our team members to carry out overtime.  Time off in lieu will always be 

encouraged as an alternative to overtime payments.  All authorised overtime will be paid at 

standard hourly rate for full time team members.   Should business needs dictate, the SLT will 

consider an alternative payment such as time and a half.   As per the working time directive, no 

team members should be working more than 48 hours per week 
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Section 6: Leave  
 

Leave  
The company operates individual leave years for team members. A leave year starts on the first day 

of the month in which the team member’s birthday falls, and continues for the following 12 months. 

 

Team members should give their manager reasonable notice of their intention to take leave, and 

obtain the agreement of their manager before taking leave or making holiday arrangements. 

 

To avoid disappointment, you should ask at least one month in advance for holiday dates and you 

must make sure the time is available before making any permanent bookings with travel agents etc. 

The diary is open for bookings on a rolling 12 month basis. 

 

In exceptional circumstances only, up to five days leave may be carried forward to the end of the 

first month in the new leave year. This must be agreed and authorised in writing by the team 

member’s manager.  

 

Leave entitlement  
In addition to the public holidays the following entitlement will apply  

 

Continuous service completed by start 

of the leave year 

Annual entitlement 

Less than 4 years  25 Days  

4 Years  26 Days  

5 Years 27 Days  

 

New team members will receive a pro rata entitlement based on completed months of service 

(rounded up to the nearest half day) for any part year until the start of their individual leave year. 

 

Exceptions such as pre-booked leave or annual family holidays may be agreed with your team 

leader. Holidays can be requested via Trent Self-Service, My HR. 

 

On leaving the company, team members will be entitled to holiday pro rata to completed months of 

service in their holiday year, less any holiday already taken. Team members who have exceeded 

their entitlement will be required to repay to Flipper the excess days taken. In exceptional 

circumstances, team members may be paid any outstanding holiday – only if approved by their 

manager. 

 

Sickness during holidays  
Please refer to the sick absence policy for guidelines on sickness during holidays. 
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Buying and Selling Holiday  
Where team members are paid for their leave this will calculated on the basis of dividing annual 

salary by 365 for each day’s pay.  

 

Once team members have completed 12 months’ service they are entitled to buy or sell holiday up 

to 5 days. This request must be given to your team leader and placed before the last month of the 

current holiday year. Please refer to the application to buy/sell holiday form on the intranet for 

more information. 

 

Special leave  
Special leave may be granted with pay in the following circumstances: 

● Compassionate leave (requests will be considered sympathetically and will depend on 

individual circumstances, authorised at managerial discretion) 

● Jury service  

● Training for volunteer forces 

● Service on public bodies   

  

Where a team member receives payment for the activities undertaken during special leave, they 

must declare it to Flipper, who may deduct it from salary where special leave with pay, is granted. 

Further guidance is available in the policy on the intranet. 

 

Appointments 
 

Routine Appointments 

Where possible, routine appointments for doctors and dentists should be made outside of your 

working hours. If an appointment needs to be made during your working day/shift then it should 

be made as close to the beginning or end of the day as possible or at lunch times. If it is a routine 

appointment then any time away greater than 30 minutes must be made up. 

 

Appointments with opticians should be made outside office hours or the full time made up. 

Please refer to the sick absence policy for further information. 

 

Emergency Appointments 

If this appointment is for you, then time will be allowed for travel and the appointment itself – this 

time is not expected to be made up. If the appointment is for any other family member, including 

children, then you will be expected to either take the time as annual leave or make the time up. 

 

Section 7: Sick Pay  
 

Team members unable to work through sickness or injury are entitled to the following: 

 

Length of Service  Full pay entitlement  Half pay entitlement  
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Up to 12 months service  Statutory sick pay only   

After 12 months to 3 years 3 months full pay  3 months half pay 

After 3 years  4 months full pay  4 months half pay  

After 4 years  5 months full pay  5 months half pay  

After 5 years  6 months full pay  6 months half pay 

 

Payment of company sick pay is subject to adherence to the expectations outlined in the sick 

absence policy. Company sick pay is a benefit not an entitlement, paid at the discretion of the 

company. 

 

Sickness absences will be accrued over a 12 month rolling period.  

 

Please refer to the sick absence policy for further information. 

 

 

Section 8: Maternity/Paternity/Shared 

Parental Leave and Pay  
 

Flipper has agreed enhanced leave and pay arrangements above the statutory minimum for certain 

eligible team members on maternity and paternity leave. All references are to both full time and part 

time team members. 

 

Maternity Leave 
Team members with 12 months’ continuous service at the start of their maternity leave 

Team members are entitled to the following Company provisions: 

 

● 13 weeks on full pay (incorporating the higher rate of Statutory Maternity Pay - SMP)  

● 26 weeks of the lower rate of SMP or 90% of earnings whichever is lower 

● Up to 52 weeks maternity leave 

 

Team members with between 26 weeks and 1 year’s continuous service at the 15th week before the 

expected week of confinement 

Team members will be entitled to the following statutory provisions (provided they have average 

earnings greater than or equal to the lower earnings limit for NI contributions per week): 

 

● Higher rate of Statutory Maternity Pay - SMP of 90% of earnings for 6 weeks.  

● Lower rate SMP for 33 weeks or 90% of earnings whichever is lower. 

● Up to 52 weeks maternity leave.  

 

Team members with less than 26 weeks continuous service at the 15th week before the expected 

week of confinement AND/OR have average earnings of less than the lower earnings limit for NI 

contributions per week 
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Team members are not entitled to Company or statutory provisions, they are entitled to: 

 

● A maternity allowance to be claimed from the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP), 

payable for 39 weeks,  

● Up to 52 weeks maternity leave.  

● Please refer to the maternity policy for further information 

 

Paternity Leave 
Team members with 12 months’ continuous service at the start of their paternity leave are entitled 

to 2 weeks full pay.  

 

For team members with less than 12 month’s continuous service, Statutory Paternity Pay (SPP) will 

be paid for the duration of the chosen period of leave or 90% of earnings, whichever is lower. 

 

 Notice of intention to take Paternity Leave  

The team member must inform the manager by the 15th week before the week the baby is due  

The team member must state how long they wish to take and when they wish to take it  

 

Please refer to the paternity policy for further information. 

 

Shared Parental Leave 
Parental leave is a right to take time off work to look after a child or make arrangements for a child’s 

welfare. Parents can use it to spend more time with children. 

 

● Team members who have a baby or adopt a child on or after 15 December 1999 (or from 10 

January 2002 who have a child aged under five at 15 December 1999) and who have completed 

one years’ qualifying service by the time they want to take the leave. Parental leave is available 

to both parents. 

● Parental leave is unpaid and therefore the HR Department will need to be informed of the 

request to take parental leave and the dates during which leave will be taken. 

● Team members are entitled to 13 weeks’ in total for each child. If twins are born, each parent is 

entitled to 13 weeks parental leave per child. Parents of a disabled child are entitled to 18 

weeks parental leave. 

 

Please refer to the shared parental leave policy for further information. 

 

 

Section 9: Trent Self-Service, My HR 
 

My HR is an online system where team members can request holidays, input expenses, update their 

personal details and sensitive information. A team member can view their payslips as well as have 

the opportunity to have their payslips sent to their personal email. Team members can also use this 
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portal to access their career and development section where they can check their current learning 

activities and add their skills and qualifications.  

 

 

Section 10: Learning Portal (ILearn) 
 

All team members have access to our learning portal – ‘ILearn’. 

 

ILearn provides team members access to a wide range of learning resources including e-learning, 

diagnostics and self-assessments, fact sheets, job guides, management and coaching tools, videos 

and presentations, and of course our internal classroom courses.  The great news is that it's 

accessible whether you're on a PC, tablet or phone.    

 

 

Section 11: Notice Periods  
 

During the probationary period, the notice required from both employer and team member is one 

week.  

 

Thereafter, the minimum period of notice required from the team member is one calendar month. 

Please refer to your contract of employment for the required notice period. The minimum period 

of notice from the employer is as follows:  

 

Continuous Service  Period of Notice  

Less than 4 years  4 Weeks 

Over 4 years, but less than 12 years  One week for each completed year of service  

12 years’ service or more 12 weeks 

 

 

 

Section 12: Data Protection 
 

EMPLOYEE DATA PROTECTION NOTICE 

 

1 About this section 

2 During the course of our activities as an employer, we will process personal data about 

our employees, casual workers and other members of staff (all referred to throughout 

this notice as employees).  

3 This document tells you what personal data we collect about you as an employee, the 

purposes for which we use that personal data and how your personal data is treated by 

Flipper.   
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4 We will review this notice periodically and may update it from time to time, in which 

case the updated notice will be brought to your attention.  

5 We may also from time to time, provide you with additional information about how we 

use your personal data in separate notices, communications or correspondence.  

6 Data controller 

7 We are the data controller for the purposes of data protection legislation. We take the 

privacy of our employees seriously and we are committed to ensuring that we only use 

our employees’ personal data in a manner which is compliant with data protection laws 

and which is fair to employees.  

8 The data we collect 

9 We may collect, hold and store a variety of personal data about you, including but not 

limited to your contact details, employment history, references, photographs, 

performance reviews, information about sickness and other absences, information 

collected for diversity monitoring purposes (such as information about your 

racial/ethnic origin and your religion).  

10 We may also hold personal data that you choose to provide us with or to record within 

our systems, for example personal data that you record in email correspondence.  

11 The purposes for which we use your data 

12 We may use your personal data for all purposes relating to your employment, including 

but not limited to:  

13 administering and maintaining your personal records and your personnel file;  

14 paying and reviewing your salary, other remuneration and benefits;  

15 providing and administering benefits;  

16 undertaking performance reviews and appraisals;  

17 maintaining sickness and other absence records;  

18 providing references and information to future employers and, if necessary, to 

governmental and quasi-governmental bodies for social security and other 

purposes and the Inland Revenue for taxation purposes;  

19 providing information to future purchasers of any company Flipper; and 

20 monitoring equality and diversity within Flipper.  

21 We will keep your personal data for as long as is required to fulfil the purposes set out 

above, in accordance with our data retention policy.  

22 We will always take reasonable measures to keep your personal data secure and make 

sure that no-one either within or outside Flipper can access your data unless they are 

authorised to do so.  

23 We may sometimes need to send or store your personal data outside of Europe, where 

data protection laws are not as strict as they are in the UK. If we do this, we will ensure 

that we put in place safeguards to ensure that your personal data is kept securely and 

that your rights are protected. 

24 Your rights 

25 You have certain rights in relation to the personal data that we hold about you, as 

follows: 

26 A right to request to see a copy of your personal data. We are entitled to 

charge a fee of up to £10 for the exercise of this right. Please see our subject 
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access request policy, for more information on how to make a subject access 

request.  

27 A right to ask us to correct inaccurate personal data that we hold about you. If 

your personal circumstances or your personal details change, please notify your 

line manager immediately to enable us to keep our records up-to-date.  

28 Sharing your personal data 

29 We will generally only share your personal data with certain, limited third parties 

where we are required to do so in order to comply with the purposes above.  

30 In particular, we may share your personal data: 

31 with any future purchasers of any company within Flipper; if we are required to 

do so because of a legal obligation or court order;  

32 with third party providers of employment benefits to enable them to provide 

your benefits to you;  

33 with third parties that we use to carry out tasks on our behalf (for example 

payroll providers); 

34 with pension providers where you participate in a company pension scheme; 

35 if you are provided with a company vehicle, with external fleet administrators 

engaged by the Wessex Water Group from time to time, to enable the fleet 

administrator to process your personal data for the purposes of verifying your 

entitlement to drive and for establishing and disclosing your identity as a driver 

of a vehicle for offences and penalties. Such disclosure will be governed by the 

fleet administrator’s own privacy notice and the Wessex Water Group is not 

responsible for such disclosures.  

36 Questions about this notice 

37 If you have any questions or concerns about how we use your personal data, please 

contact the HR department.  

 

Section 13: Internet and Email 
 

Emails 
Emails are for business use only and not for personal use. Any such use is restricted to break and 

lunch times. Use of the email system may be monitored if considered appropriate or necessary by 

your Line Manager. 

 

Please remember that all emails bear the company name and that the content may be construed 

to be attributable to Flipper. 

 

Inappropriate language, obscenity, and libellous or defamatory statements are prohibited at all 

times. Words should be chosen carefully as they might be misunderstood or misconstrued, either 

by the initial recipient or by anyone else to whom it may be forwarded. Language that may be 

misunderstood or misconstrued as harassment, racial bias, age or gender discrimination, or any 

other improper treatment should never be used. Derogatory statements and language should 
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never be used in relation to internal or external matters as this could render the company liable to 

third parties if any statement is untrue, offensive or misleading. Email file attachments whose 

contents cannot be verified must not be opened or stored.  

 

Email must not be used for any illegal purpose, or for accessing, receiving or transmitting any 

material deemed illegal, indecent, offensive or otherwise unacceptable under UK law, the laws of 

any destination country or any country via which such material travels to reach its destination or 

Flipper’ policy. 

 

Information received by email will be treated in the same manner as all other written memos, and 

therefore emails should not be forwarded or further disseminated except where it is for an 

identified business purpose.  

 

Incoming and outgoing emails are automatically screened for inappropriate content. Breaches of 

this screening process may result in disciplinary action.  

 

Company data is not permitted for sharing via email outside of the company or associated third 

party professional relationship. 

 

 

 

 

Internet usage & Social media 
The internet is only to be used during lunch or break periods, and should not be used at any other 

time. Anyone who breaches this could be subject to disciplinary action.  

 

As team members are aware, the internet is provided primarily for business use. The Company 

recognises that many team members use the internet for personal purposes outside of working 

time and that many team members participate in social networking on websites. The Company 

does not allow access to social networking websites from its computers or mobile hand held 

devices at any time. The Company has added websites of this type to the list of restricted 

websites. 

 

Please refer to the latest version of the policy for more information which can be found on the 

intranet. 

 

Mobile Phones 
The use of mobile phones whilst working is not permitted, unless it is a specific work mobile as part 

of your contract. If you need to take a personal phone call during the working day you must inform 

your line manager. You may give out your desk phone number to next of kin but this is strictly for 

emergency use only. Anyone who breaches this may be subject to disciplinary action. 
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Section 14: Travel on Company Business  
 

Company vehicles  
Flipper will provide liveried vehicles where appropriate. These will be taxed and insured by the 

company and a card provided for obtaining fuel to be used on company business. 

 

Personal vehicles  
Where a team member uses their own vehicle for business, they will be expected to provide 

evidence of a valid driving licence, certificate of motor insurance- including business usage and an 

MOT certificate (if applicable). 

 

Car allowance  
Team members required to provide and use a motor vehicle as part of their normal duties will be 

designated as a business user in one of the following categories:  

 

Business user A  

The team member is required to provide a motor vehicle for occasional use but business 

mileage will not normally exceed 6,000 miles per annum. 

 

Business user B  

The team member is under an obligation to provide a motor vehicle on a regular basis and 

business mileage will not normally exceed 6,000 miles per annum. 

 

Company cars will be provided at management discretion and subject to business need.  

 

Business mileage will be reimbursed. 

 

Payment 
The allowance for business user A consists of a mileage rate. The allowance for business user B 

consists of a lump sum and a lower mileage rate. This lump sum is paid in 12 monthly instalments 

and a pro rata adjustment is made for periods of less than one month. The allowances will be 

reviewed annually from 1 April using appropriate motoring indices covering fuel and average fixed 

and variable costs relating to motor vehicles.  

 

Current allowance and mileage rates are available from HR, or on the company intranet.  

 

 

Section 15: Business Expenses 
 

Reasonable, receipted out of pocket expenses will be reimbursed, subject to line manager 

authorisation.  
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All expenses claims must be made on the appropriate claim form/ via Trent self-service, signed by 

the claimant and authorised by the designated manager.  All claims must be supported by 

receipts/ticket. Forms / Trent submissions must reach the Payroll Department, Operations Centre, 

Claverton Down, Bath BA2 7WW by the 5th working day of the month to guarantee payment that 

month. 

 

Please refer to the company’s expenses and benefit policy for full details.  

 

 

Section 16: Health and Safety  
 

All health & safety policies can be located on the intranet. Please refer to these for more 

information. 

 

Accidents/Incidents 
All incidents, however minor, must be recorded. Any team member that witnesses an incident, 

finds a casualty, or administers first aid, must promptly inform the manager of the team member 

involved in the incident. Incident report forms (Flipper -H&S-1) are obtained from Facilities 

Management. 

There are qualified first aiders. You can find a list of your nearest first aider on the team member 

notice board. 

 

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
PPE issued to team members who are required to wear PPE as part of their role due to health and 

safety requirements, must do so. If there is a problem with any item of PPE that has been issued, 

and requires replacing, team members must inform their line manager at the earliest opportunity. 

If a team member fails to wear PPE that has been issued as a requirement for their role, may be 

subject to disciplinary action. 

 

Fire Drills 
A fire alarm test will take place every Thursday. Regular fire drills take place every year. Fire 

training is included within your Learning Management System. 

 

Leaving the building on hearing the fire alarm 
● If it’s quick to do so, close any windows near you and switch off fans but leave your PCs on. 

Do not close internal office doors  

● If you are talking to a customer on the phone terminate the call.  Explain the circumstances, 

by saying "I'm sorry, the fire alarm has been activated, I need to terminate the call 

immediately, please call back later" 

● Move quickly and quietly to the fire exit.  Stay calm.  Do not stop to put on coats.  It can be a 

bit chilly and draughty standing around the  car park waiting for the all-clear.  However, 

experience shows that the time taken to collect and put on coats and the disruption it causes 
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to staff leaving buildings presents a real risk.  Given the number of people on the move it is 

also dangerous to carry coats as they represent a real danger of tripping 

● Do not stop for bags, brief cases or other items.  It’s probably impossible to resist the urge to 

pick up your handbag or wallet, if it is beside you, but leave everything else behind.  Don’t 

return to your desk to pick them up 

● Leave drinks and food behind.  Do not carry drinks down the stairs when everybody is trying 

to exit the building.  Anything spilt represents a real potential for slips and trips  

● Don’t use the lift  

● Move to the left of the stairs as soon as you can as you go down. This leaves space for other 

staff to get through the exit doors and onto the stairs and it leaves a free path for any fire 

staff to come up the stairs if they need to 

● Leave the building and move quickly to the assembly point in car park at the rear of the 

building 

● Listen to and follow fire warden's instructions. 

 

Bomb Threat 
Please follow the same procedure as the fire evacuation. Please inform the Fire Warden that the 

fire alarm has been activated due to a bomb warning, the Fire Warden will then report the matter 

to the Fire Officer and arrange for staff to be lead to the fire service building in the rear carpark, 

unless directed elsewhere by the Police and Fire Service. 

 

 

Section 17: Disciplinary procedure 
 

Introduction  
The purpose of the disciplinary procedure is to help ensure that standards of conduct are 

maintained and to provide a fair and consistent method of dealing with alleged failure to observe 

them.  

 

The procedure applies to all Flipper team members except new team members in their 

probationary period where the procedure may only apply in exceptional cases such as potential 

gross misconduct. It provides the right for team members to hear the case against them and to put 

forward an explanation of his/her conduct and/or mitigating factors.  

 

All cases of disciplinary action under these procedures will be recorded and placed in the team 

member’s records. 

 

The role of the manager  
It is the responsibility of managers and line managers at all levels to ensure that the part of the 

organisation that is within their control operates effectively, and that they handle team members 

who do not observe standards fairly and appropriately.  
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It is important that all managers clearly understand their responsibilities within the disciplinary 

procedure. Generally, managers are responsible for three main areas:  

 

● maintaining standards of conduct of their team members  

● halting unacceptable behaviour at the outset, (e.g. lateness), initially by informal action  

● undertaking a thorough investigation of any complaint concerning poor conduct prior to 

taking informal or formal action.  

 

Informal action   
The maintenance of discipline and good working practices does not necessarily require the use of 

formal procedures.  At the company’s discretion, it may choose to deal with minor instances of 

misconduct or capability concerns informally by way of providing feedback, setting clear 

expectations, counselling, guidance, instruction or informal cautioning.  

 

Informal action is the responsibility of the manager and will in many cases resolve the problem.  

The objective of any such action is to help the employee improve, and any criticism should be 

constructive.  These discussions should be held privately and should explain where the standard of 

conduct, behaviour or capability has dropped and agree with the employee the improvement 

required.  

 

When a manager is having a repeated conversation about an employee’s capability, they should 

refer to the Performance Management Guidelines and introduce a Performance Improvement 

Plan (PIP).  It is recommended that a PIP be in place for a maximum of 12 weeks and supported by 

an appropriate development plans.   If the required performance objectives are not met, then the 

disciplinary process will commence.   

 

Formal action 
Investigation 

Where an issue cannot be resolved informally then it may be pursued formally and the 

disciplinary process will commence.  Disciplinary situations include misconduct, poor 

performance or capability.  

 

Before a disciplinary process commences, the company will carry out any necessary 

investigations, to establish the facts of the case and make a decision if the disciplinary process 

should commence.   

The line manager will carry out necessary investigations of potential disciplinary matter without 

unreasonable delay to establish the facts of the case.  

 

In misconduct cases, where practicable, a different manager should carry out the investigation 

and disciplinary hearing.  

 

Where there is already a performance improvement plan (PIP) in place and the employee has not 

met the required standards set out in this PIP, it is deemed that the investigation stage has been 

completed and the employee should be invited to a disciplinary hearing.  
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Disciplinary hearing 

Once the investigation has been completed, the manager will invite the employee to a 

disciplinary hearing.  During this meeting, the company will inform the employee of the basis of 

the problem and give them an opportunity to put their case in response before any decisions 

are made.  The disciplinary hearing will be held at a different date to any necessary 

investigation and the manager will give the employee written details of the complaint in writing 

at least two working days before the hearing. This may include any written evidence and copies 

of witness statements if appropriate. 

 

The employee is entitled to be accompanied at any formal disciplinary or grievance meeting by 

a trade union representative or work colleague.  

 

At the hearing the employee will be given an opportunity to state their case. They will be given 

a reasonable opportunity to provide names of any relevant witnesses and inform the manager 

who will be chairing the disciplinary hearing the identity of the witness and the relevance they 

have to the disciplinary hearing.  The manager may need to adjourn the disciplinary hearing to 

allow time to speak with any witnesses if the information is deemed relevant.   

 

No formal disciplinary penalty will be imposed without offering the employee a disciplinary 

hearing, but a hearing may proceed in the employee’s absence if they fail to attend. 

 

At the hearing the circumstances of the alleged offence including all the documentation and 

information will be considered by the manager chairing, before any disciplinary action is 

decided. 

 

Disciplinary penalties  
First written warning 

The warning constitutes the first formal stage of this procedure. Documentation relating to the 

warning that has been given will be placed in the employee’s records. The employee will be advised 

in writing in letter form and where possible also an e-mail copy how and when their conduct or 

performance must improve and the period that the warning will remain active. 

 

Final written warning 

If the employee’s capability or conduct is deemed to be of a more serious nature, or fails to improve 

following a first written warning, or if capability or conduct is not maintained, or if further 

misconduct occurs a final written warning will be given in writing in letter form and where possible 

also an e-mail copy. The employee will also be advised how and when their conduct or performance 

must improve and the period that the warning will remain active. This warning will state that any 

further offence of misconduct within the warning period could result in termination of the 

employee’s contract. 

 

Dismissal 

If there is continued misconduct, or where the employee's capability or conduct warrants dismissal 
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as a first penalty the employee may be dismissed.  Offences which constitute gross misconduct will 

result in immediate dismissal without notice or pay in lieu of notice, unless in exceptional 

circumstances. 

The decision to dismiss will not be taken without reference to the Head of People or the Managing 

Director.  Dismissal will be notifiable in writing to the employee. 

 

 

Alternative sanctions 
Flipper may apply as substitute or interpose at any stage of disciplinary or performance review 

procedures, a sanction or penalty or similar measure, for example: 

 

● demotion. 

● period or periods of retraining at a lower grade or status 

● withdrawal of any entitlement to participate in any bonus scheme, incentive scheme, shift or 

attendance allowance scheme 

● reduction in remuneration for the relevant period. 

 
In each case the sanction shall be applied for a specified period of time decided by Flipper as 

appropriate, according to the gravity of the offence or lack of performance and will be notified in 

writing in letter form and where possible also an e-mail copy. 

 

Appeals 
An employee has a right to appeal against any disciplinary decision. This must be made in writing to 

the relevant Manager and the HR representative stating the grounds on which the appeal is based, 

within 10 working days of the date of receiving the decision in writing in letter form and where 

possible also an e-mail copy. 

 

The appeal will be heard by either an experienced manager of the same grade as the disciplining 

manager, or a more senior manager.  The employee is entitled to be accompanied by a colleague or 

trade union representative. The decision of the independent manager hearing the appeal is final 

and will be notified to the employee in writing in letter form and where possible also an e-mail 

copy. 

 

Records 
In all situations where disciplinary action is taken records will be made and held on the employee’s 

HR file. 

 

If it is necessary to take further disciplinary action during the duration of an active disciplinary 

penalty then the previous disciplinary action will be taken into account when a decision is made on 

further action.  A copy of the disciplinary records concerning the employee will be supplied to the 

employee at their request. 

 

Misconduct 
The following offences are examples of (but not exclusive to) misconduct: 
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● bad timekeeping 
● unreasonable or unexplained absence 
● unsatisfactory or careless work 
● minor breach of the internet/email policy 
● minor damage to Flipper property 
● minor breach of company rules 
● minor breach of industry statutory regulations 
● failure to observe company procedures 
● smoking in prohibitive areas 
● discourteous conduct towards customers, suppliers or other 

employees 
● minor breach of driving regulations 
● failure to carry out reasonable management instruction. 

 

Gross Misconduct 

The following offences are examples of (but not exclusive to) gross misconduct: 

● theft (of property belonging to Flipper, staff suppliers or customers) 
● deliberate falsification of time sheets, reports, accounts, expense claims, self- certification 

forms, references or making false statements in support of an application for 
employment 

● fraud – deliberately defrauding Flipper, staff, suppliers or customers 
● failure to perform the duties in a safe manner through the consumption of alcohol or 

misuse of drugs (this includes driving any company vehicle) 
● malicious damage to property belonging to Flipper, staff or customers 
● abusive behaviour or assault (verbal or physical) on or off company premises directed 

against a fellow employee, client, customer, supplier or any other person 
● willful, deliberate or negligent acts or carelessness which injures or endangers the safety 

of staff, suppliers or customers or any serious disregard of safety rules 
● serious acts of insubordination 
● sexual misconduct at work or sexual harassment of either sex by either sex 
● racial or other forms of harassment 
● discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, religion, ethnic or national origin, gender, 

marital status, sexual orientation, disability or age or any other protected characteristic 
● unauthorised disclosure of company confidential information 
● serious breach of company policy which includes the company’s internet, email or social 

media policies 
● intoxication from drink or drugs during working hours or presenting to work under the 

influence of alcohol and/or drugs 
● criminal offences including offences that bring the company into disrepute or may bring 

into question the employee’s ability to work for Flipper this includes failure to disclose 
any unspent criminal offence or failure to disclose any charges of such an offence. 

● serious breach of driving regulations 
 

The penalty for gross misconduct will normally be summary dismissal except in 

extreme extenuating circumstances when consideration may be given to reducing this 
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to a final written warning.  

 

These offences are not exclusive or exhaustive and offences of a similar nature will 

be dealt with under this procedure. 

 

 

Section 18: Grievance procedure 
 

It is recognised that it is important to have an effective, fair procedure for team members to raise 

grievances.  Grievances are concerns, problems or complaints raised by a team member with 

management.   

 

Stage 1 – Informal process 
It is important to resolve grievances as quickly as possible and the company therefore believes that 

grievances should be resolved informally, preferably between the team member and his/her line 

manager.  The team member should let their manager know the nature of the grievance and the 

desired outcome promptly.  The line manager should try to resolve any grievance informally and as 

quickly as possible.  

 

Stage 2 – Formal process 
Where the team member feels that the issue has not been resolved informally with their line 

manager, they may raise the grievance formally by writing to their manager or HR, using the 

Grievance Template, and stating the reason for the grievance and the desired outcome of any 

hearing.  A grievance hearing will be convened as soon as possible.  The manager will then carry out 

any necessary investigations to establish the facts of the cases and shall reply in writing to the team 

member giving his/her decision within 10 working days of the formal grievance hearing.  

 

Team members can be accompanied at any formal meeting by a colleague or trade union 

representative. 

 

Appeal process 
If the team member is not satisfied with the outcome of the grievance hearing, they are entitled to 

appeal to either their line manager or HR in writing within 5 working days of receiving the 

grievance hearing outcome. Appeals should be raised using the Appeal Form, stating the grounds 

for their appeal and supporting evidence.  

 

The appeal will be heard by either a manager of the same grade as the grievance hearing manager, 

or a more senior manager.  The team member is entitled to be accompanied by a colleague or 

trade union representative. The decision of the appeal manager will be notified to the team 

member in writing within 10 working days of the appeal meeting. The decision of the grievance 

appeal is final.  

 


